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SLIM-Estimate Time Savings Return on Investment Case Study 

The Situation: 
A new customer’s first estimate with SLIM is a big financial application – a multi-year 
project, costing millions of dollars.  QSM provides the support included with the tool 
license during their estimation process to help the customer get up to speed quickly and 
to get good value from the SLIM toolset. 
 
In the past the company used a team of two dedicated estimators, one from their technical 
team and one from their quality team, and approximately one additional resource spread 
among several people that needed to provide input to the process.  In total, three people 
over a three week time period were required to generate their estimate. 
 
Using the SLIM tools with QSM’s support, one estimator worked full time for three days 
interacting intermittently with various technical people, totaling approximately two man-
days.  The analysis included three sizing techniques: Use Cases, High Level Function 
Points, and Analogy.  This resulted in a size estimate in excess of 50,000 new and 
modified source code.   The overall team could not be less than 40 and could not exceed 
50 people.  The SLIM analyst generated several alternatives.   

The Benefits of Using SLIM: 
The table below compares the time and effort saved for this single estimation scenario.  
 

 
Number of Full 
Time Equivalent 

Staff 

Duration 
(in weeks) 

Total Effort 
(hours) 

Labor Rate 
per Hour Total Cost 

Before SLIM (Bottoms-up 
Customer Process) 3 3 120 $100 $12,000 

With SLIM (SLIM Estimation 
Process and Tooling) 2 0.6 48 $100 $4,800 

With SLIM Savings 1 2.4 72  $7,200 
 
The customer realized a 2.5 week schedule savings and a 72 person hour savings 
equivalent to $7,200 in savings.  Since the customer completes approximately 8 estimates 
a year, that translates into a time savings of 4.6 schedule months and a cost savings of 
$57,600.  Keep in mind, this is only the savings the company gained from the initial 
estimate and doesn’t even address the cost savings that may be gained through different 
business implementation strategies or prevention of signing up to deliver unrealistic 
schedules. 
 
If you want to find out how SLIM can deliver similar results to your organization please 
give QSM a call at 800-424-6755 and ask for Keith Ciocco. 


